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Structured abstract
Introduction: Prospective and retrospective performance assessment of Advanced Driver Assistance Systems
(ADASs) is fundamental to pilot future enhancements for active safety devices. In critical road scenarios between two
vehicles where ADAS activation enables collision mitigation only, currently available assessment methodologies rely
on the reconstruction of the impact phase consequent to the specific intervention on braking and steering: the velocity change sustained by the vehicle in the collision (V ) is retrieved, so that IR decrease for the vehicle occupants can
be obtained by appropriate Injury Risk (IR) models. However, information regarding the ADAS performance is available
only after the impact phase reconstruction and not just as when the criticality occurs in the pre-impact phase: the
best braking and steering alternative cannot be immediately envisaged, since a direct correlation lacks between the
braking/steering intervention and IR.
Method: This work highlights an ADAS performance assessment method based on the disaggregation of V in
the two pre-impact parameters closing velocity at collision (Vr ) and impact eccentricity, represented by the Crash
Momentum Index (CMI). Such a disaggregation leads to the determination of IR based solely on impact configuration
between the vehicles, without directly considering the impact phase. The performance of diverse ADASs in terms
of intervention logic are directly comparable based on the resulting impact configuration, associated with a single
coordinate in the CMI-Vr plane and a sole IR value as a consequence.
Results: The CMI-Vr approach is employable for both purposes of prospective and retrospective performance
assessment of ADAS devices. To illustrate the advantages of the methodology, a solution for prospective assessment
based on the CMI-Vr plane is initially proposed and applied to case studies: this provides direct suggestions regarding the most appropriate interventions on braking and steering for IR minimization, fundamental in the tuning or
development phase of an ADAS. A method for retrospective assessment is ultimately contextualized in the EuroNCAP
“Car-to-Car Rear moving” test for an Inter-Urban Autonomous Emergency Braking system, a device implemented on a
significant portion of the circulating fleet.
Conclusions: Based on the evidenced highlights, it is demonstrated that the approach provides complementary
information compared to well-established performance assessment methodologies in all stages of an ADAS life cycle,
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by suggesting a direct physical connection in the pre-impact phase between the possible ADAS interventions and
the foreseeable injury outcomes.
Keywords: Velocity change (V ), Closing velocity, Impact eccentricity, Consumer program, Injury risk, Adaptive logic

1 Introduction
Historically, the enhancement in road safety at the vehicle level has been initially sought through the increase
in its resistance to impacts (crashworthiness), subsequently by unfolding passive protection systems, and
finally through the development of active safety devices.
This trend is part of the consolidated scheme [1] according to which the reduction of injuries on the road can be
favored through the pursuit of three diverse objectives:
the reduction of the number of accidents, the reduction of Injury Risk (IR) at a given impact severity and the
reduction of impact severity. While for the second objective crashworthiness and passive protection systems are
crucial [2], for the first and third objective a substantial
role is played by the use of Advanced Driver Assistance
Systems (ADASs). ADASs can in fact be decisive for minimizing the probability of a collision and mitigating the
consequences associated with an inevitable impact.
Encouraging results emerge from studies as that of
Sander and Lubbe [3], inferring that a total penetration
into the market of the Autonomous Emergency Braking (AEB) entails a drastic decrement in the severity of
impacts thanks to a simultaneous reduction in the relative collision speed between vehicles (decrease in severe
injuries of almost 90%). A system like the AEB, intervening directly on the vehicle speed (longitudinal deceleration), frequently leads to impact avoidance [4]; the
principle of emergency braking is also exploited by certain ADASs such as pedestrian/bike assist to promote the
safety of numerous categories of vulnerable road users
[5]; similarly, devices as the Lane Keeping Assist intervene on the degree of steering of the vehicle (transverse
acceleration) to prevent the risk of involuntary insertion
into adjacent lanes [6].
The importance of ADASs, both for road safety and
for use within the context of autonomous driving [7–9],
has produced the need to identify and define their field
of operation, in terms of pre-accident scenarios on which
they act as well as technical parameters related to instrumental performance. Furthermore, and perhaps more
importantly, there is a need to evaluate the global performance of ADASs in terms of effectiveness in preventing accidents and reducing their severity. The methods
used to evaluate the performance of ADASs in one or
more reference scenarios can be divided into a priori and
a posteriori methods [10, 11]. The classification is based
on the instant considered for the assessment in terms of

the ADAS life cycle: if the system is already present on
a considerable number of vehicles within the circulating
fleet, the methods are defined a posteriori or retrospective; if the assessments are performed before the placing
on the market of the system (development) or its largescale diffusion, the evaluation is considered a priori or
prospective.
Among the retrospective methods, one of the most
widely employed is the paired comparison [12]: on the
basis of the distribution of real impacts between two
vehicles, each representing a specific category of the circulating fleet, the injury outcomes are assessed affecting
the occupants of both vehicles; the overall risk associated with collisions between these vehicle categories is
obtained from the observation of how many cases result
in injuries to the occupants of the first vehicle category
only, the second one, or both at the same time. It is hence
possible to compare collisions among extremely different
vehicles (appropriately weighing the risks for any differences in mass, year of type-approval, etc. [13]) especially
in terms of active safety systems implemented on board:
this allows for retrospective evaluation of the effectiveness of various ADAS families in diverse contexts. It is
impossible, however, to produce assessments regarding
the cases of avoided impact, as the analysis is completely
based on the observation of collisions that have actually
taken place.
The a priori methodologies include simulation techniques that, in suitably selected reference situations [9],
enable verification of the results associated with specific
interventions and actuation time/scan time of the scenario by the ADAS systems; the simulation aims at the
identification of the vehicle’s pre-impact kinematics
determined by the degree of steering and braking activated by the ADAS, as well as the consequent eventual
collision phase with other vehicles. The assessments
are based on a direct comparison between the results
in case of presence and absence of the system on board
the vehicle; these assessments may concern both the system’s ability to avoid collisions and the reduction in the
impact severity achievable through ADAS intervention.
For the evaluation of impact severity, typically indicated
by means of the velocity change sustained by the vehicle in the impact (V ), finite element models/multibody
systems [14, 15], special-purpose reduced-order dynamic
models [16, 17], or approximated analytical methods
[18] can be used. This is a fundamental step, since V
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is acknowledged as one of the most important contributors to IR in vehicle-to-vehicle impacts [19]. For what
specifically regards IR estimates in vehicle-to-pedestrian
or vehicle-to-bicycle accidents, the collision speed of the
vehicle substitutes the V of the subjects [20]; however,
the importance of V is not lessened even in those cases:
the post-impact speed and the V of the pedestrian/
bicycle typically coincide with the collision speed of the
vehicle, since the mass of the pedestrian/bicycle is negligible compared to the vehicle mass (momentum conservation [21]).
Numerical simulation is implemented in the design
process of new ADAS systems [22] in Software-in-theLoop (SiL) mode and can represent an onerous phase: a
refinement of the ADAS intervention logic is generally
envisaged based on the results obtained in specific test
configurations, depending on the activation time of sensors, of the braking/steering system, as well as the warning time for the driver [23]. If these factors’ combination
involves crash conditions, the tuning phase extends by
the time required for impact reconstruction to calculate
post-impact parameters like the occupants’ accelerations
[24, 25] or, equivalently, the V . For thorough assessments, conditions where the impact cannot be avoided—
Inevitable Collision States (ICS)—must hence also be
evaluated [14], relying on the reconstruction of the collisions associated with each ADAS intervention on steering and braking [26]. Although there are only sporadic
cases on the market of systems capable of intervening
by steering in the event of an emergency,1 the regulatory adaptation to level 3 SAE systems [27] planned for
the next few years will definitely bring evolutions in the
vehicle landscape; the interest of the market in this area
is for example demonstrated by the EuroNCAP 2025
Roadmap, in which the integration of ad hoc test protocols of Autonomous Emergency Steering technologies is
planned for 2022.2
In cases where the ADAS intervention on braking and
steering does not avoid a collision with other vehicles,
prospective and retrospective methodologies foresee
evaluating the effectiveness of the systems only at the end
of the impact phase reconstruction, on the basis of the
resulting V value. There are currently no methodologies that provide performance assessment on the ADAS
intervention just as when the criticality occurs, i.e., in the
pre-impact phase when a targeted intervention on the
degrees of braking and steering can still limit the severity
of the vehicle-to-vehicle impact. An ADAS performance
evaluation approach of this type can therefore contribute to the selection of the most suitable logic to manage
1

https://w ww.nissan-global.com/EN/TECHNOLOGY/OVERVIEW/auton
omous_emergency_steering_system.html.

2

https://cdn.euroncap.com/media/30700/euroncap-roadmap-2025-v4.pdf.
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Fig. 1 Elements of a crash configuration that lead to the CMI
determination (modified from Gulino et al. [30])

a specific critical road scenario, indicating to the ADAS
how to appropriately set the motion parameters it can
directly control. A significant contribution to the topic is
represented by a recent work [28], which favors the analysis of ADAS performance even when the intervention
involves a collision. In this case, the V variable is disaggregated into two pre-impact contributions representing the closing velocity between vehicles at the collision
instant (Vr ) and impact eccentricity, the latter identified
by means of the Crash Momentum Index (CMI, refer
to Fig. 1). Since a different intervention on steering and
braking in the pre-crash phase corresponds to a direct
modification to the values of CMI and Vr , the disaggregation of V makes it possible to retrieve the outcome
associated with an ADAS activation once the intervention parameters have been established, without reconstructing the collision. The focus is therefore no longer
on the outcome of the intervention itself (V ), but on
the identification of the braking and steering combination that leads to such an outcome. The ADAS behaviour
can also be monitored and piloted by referring to the
CMI-Vr plane, where a coordinate (CMI; Vr ) corresponds
to each intervention on braking and steering.
Since the values of CMI and Vr for an intervention
result in a sole value of V , it is possible to determine
which interventions reduce impact severity already in
the pre-impact phase: given a specific test scenario, preimpact assessments can be performed regarding the outcomes associated with the various ADAS interventions,
while providing an overview of the intervention margins
and indications on how to optimize activation to minimize impact severity. Starting from V , ADAS performance assessments can also be performed in terms of
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IR using appropriate correlations; for example, referring
to IR models for injury index represented by the Maximum Abbreviated Injury Scale equal to or greater than
3 (MAIS 3+), a review of the literature by Jurewicz et al.
[29] demonstrates how the use of parameters different from V like the vehicle area involved in the intrusion (“impact type”) is rooted in the definition of impact
severity. By splitting V into the two contributions CMI
and Vr , Gulino et al. [30] evidence how IR for MAIS 3+
depends primarily on impact-related variables (Vr , and
CMI), and secondarily on the age of the occupant; the
vehicle category, on the other hand, is not an influencing variable on IR, unlike the registration year. In the vast
scientific literature on the subject, studies can be found
that deal with additional variables as the gender of the
occupant [31, 32] or the occupied row [33, 34], but with
ambiguous results in terms of ability of the individual
variables in influencing IR. Regardless of the employed
model, it is essential to introduce performance evaluation methods like the one based on CMI and Vr that
allow for a direct identification of V and IR values starting from the ADAS actuation degrees: for example, the
EuroNCAP consumer program foresees the performance
assessment of an Inter-Urban AEB based on Vr [35]; however, Vr represents only a contribution to impact severity,
while the significant influence of eccentricity (CMI) on
V and IR is neglected.
This work aims at illustrating the application of the
CMI and Vr-based method to various case studies, to
demonstrate its effectiveness in evaluating the performance of ADASs in critical road scenarios of impending
collision between vehicles. The methodology can be used
both for a priori evaluations (on ADAS under development or whose operation needs to be optimized in certain
road scenarios before being placed on the market) and a
posteriori (as a method for evaluating the performance
of an ADAS subjected to consumer/manufacturer tests).
The general objective is therefore to provide the neces-
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2 Materials and methods
The described methodology basis is the evidence that
relation among V , Vr , and CMI exists [37, 38], so that
V = CMI · Vr (a posteriori formulation). Such relation
entails that  V can be obtained by the combination of
two parameters that represent the impact initial conditions, i.e., Vr and CMI (indicator of impact eccentricity); specifically, impact eccentricity increases as CMI
decreases. The use of these two parameters rather than
V leads to the following advantages:
• CMI and Vr can be retrieved based solely on the
manoeuvres the vehicles perform before the impact,
i.e., on the pre-impact kinematics and not through
the impact phase reconstruction;
• CMI and Vr can be directly affected by the ADAS
through modifications to the vehicle speed and steering degree (trajectory), so that a direct correlation
between the ADAS intervention and the occupants’
IR can be identified before the collision occurrence.
In its a priori formulation, CMI for the ego-vehicle (analogous relations apply to the opponent) can be obtained as
in Eq. 1 [38]:

CMIego =

(1)

In Eq. 1, Rm = mego /mopp where mego and mopp are
respectively the mass of the ego-vehicle and the opponent vehicle, γego =

2
kego
2 +h2
kego
ego

where kego and hego are

respectively the radius of gyration and the arm of the
force for the ego-vehicle, γopp =

2
kopp
2
kopp +h2opp

where kopp and

hopp are respectively the radius of gyration and the arm of
the force for the opponent, and ǫ is the restitution coefficient in correspondence of the point of impact: ǫ is a
function of Vr as highlighted by Eq. 2, Vr being expressed
in m/s [39]:



ǫ = 0.5992 · exp −0.2508 · Vr + 0.01934 · Vr2 − 0.001279 · Vr3
sary tools for the evaluation of an ADAS in all phases of
its life cycle, starting from SiL and moving towards Hardware-in-the-Loop (also considering the necessary physical sensor-fusion [36]), up to the tests conducted after
implementation on board the vehicle. To this end, the
theoretical basis of the methodology is first illustrated to
subsequently present application examples of prospective
and retrospective assessment of ADAS performance, useful for highlighting the approach potential.

γego · γopp · (1 + ǫ)
γego + γopp · Rm

(2)

The formula in Eq. 2 was obtained by Antonetti [39]
based on data from five diverse literature studies regarding vehicle-to-vehicle impacts (correlation coefficient of
the model equal to 90.4%). The a posteriori formulation
of CMI (CMI = �V /Vr ) directly derives from Eq. 1 and
hence expresses analogous concepts [38]. The a posteriori
formulation however leads to the CMI calculation based
on parameters that are more easily retrieved retrospectively, being thus appropriate for a posteriori analyses;
conversely, Eq. 1 fits a priori studies because it refers
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to variables that can be estimated prospectively, based
solely on the impact configuration.
Representation of the required elements for CMI calculation is exemplified by Fig. 1: based on Eq. 1, CMI is
an indicator of impact eccentricity and can be obtained
based solely on the impact configuration, i.e., on the
point of impact and the arm of the forces; Eq. 1 can be
applied when no sliding occurs between the impacting
surfaces of the vehicles and Vr direction can be assumed
coincident with the Principal Direction Of Force (PDOF)
[40]. Still, compared to full impacts and closing velocity
being the same, sliding impacts typically feature lower
values of V and IR as a consequence.
The CMI was first introduced by Huang for application to centred impacts (null arms of the force) [37] and
later on extended by Vangi to whichever type of impact
[38]: in impacts that are centred for both vehicles, the
CMI is maximum because of null arms of the force; in
eccentric impacts, the CMI decreases as the arms of the
force increase. Additionally, an impact can be eccentric
for a vehicle but not for the other, a condition where the
CMI is lower than in the case of centred impact for both
vehicles. It is derived that the CMI is not an eccentricity metric alone, but rather a comprehensive indicator of
the exchanged impact forces which depend on the impact
configuration of both vehicles. Such an impact configuration results from the eventual manoeuvres the drivers
and the ADAS devices perform in the pre-impact phase:
if both vehicles perform manoeuvres, deriving from
actions by their respective driver or ADAS, an impact
finally occurs featuring specific values of CMI and Vr . The
CMI-Vr approach hence represents a mean for the prospective and retrospective evaluation of impact severity
and IR even in the case of interaction among interventions by drivers and ADAS devices. For more information
regarding the CMI, refer to additional works [28, 30].
Equation 1 highlights the possibility to jointly employ
CMI and Vr as impact severity indicators instead of
V alone. In fact, let us assume a critical road scenario
identified by specific positions and velocities for the
ego-vehicle and the opponent: an intervention on braking and steering by an ADAS involves an impact configuration totally defined by a value of Vr and a value
of CMI. The CMI-Vr plane, depicted in Fig. 2, hence
synthetically collects all possible alternatives of intervention on braking and steering for an ADAS device.
Since Vr = �V /CMI , points in such plane which possess the same value of V (iso-V points) belong to an
equilateral hyperbola. If no intervention is considered,
represented in the CMI-Vr plane by point A, the best
intervention by the ADAS should be aimed at maximizing occupants’ safety. This can be achieved by following
the maximum gradient of impact severity that, in this
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Fig. 2 Example of visualization on the CMI-Vr plane, in which
iso-V curves are highlighted (equilateral hyperbolas); two types of
activation logic are generically visualized, namely no intervention
(point A) and an activation on braking and steering (point B)

case, is represented by V alone; activating the braking
and the steering degrees so as to pass from point A to
point B, the ADAS leads to a scenario where the Vr and
CMI values are compatible with the lowest possible V
[41]. The CMI-Vr plane can hence be employed also to
compare, in terms of resulting V , a specific intervention logic on braking and steering with a lack of intervention or with a different activation logic.
In general, iso-V curves do not directly correspond
to iso-IR curves. For instance, impact severity can be
additionally described by the “impact type” variable,
since intrusion in correspondence of different vehicle
areas can provide substantial differences in terms of
injury outcome. “Near side” impacts, where the compartment is involved on the same side of the occupant
seating position, are those mostly associated with fatal
and serious injuries [2]. An ADAS intervention on
steering and braking can hence result in changes to IR
because of modifications to the impact side, even for
equal V values. The CMI-Vr approach applies also to
these cases independently on the complexity level of
the IR model. In addition, disaggregation of V provides in itself important insights on the injury outcome
for a specific intervention, because both CMI and Vr
have been demonstrated to significantly affect IR [30].
The best possible intervention on braking and steering
for the specific scenario is the one featuring Vr and CMI
values that correspond to the lowest possible IR; that
is, interventions following the maximum IR gradient
should be sought. In Fig. 3, a model for frontal impacts
where IR continuously varies as a function of CMI
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values for the same V . The model for the single impact
type consists of a logistic regression (logit).
For the sake of simplicity, the following concepts are
introduced [10]:
• Reference Scenario (RS), i.e., the eventual crash scenario in case activation by the referred ADAS is disabled (or the vehicle is not equipped with the ADAS);
• Modified Scenario (MS), i.e., the eventual crash scenario in case of intervention by the referred ADAS.
Fig. 3 Example model for frontal impacts where IR continuously
varies as a function of CMI and Vr , based on the results by Gulino et al.
[30]

Fig. 4 Example model where IR is a function of V , impact zone and
position of the occupant [42]

and Vr is exemplarily depicted, based on the results
by Gulino et al. [30] obtained through a mixed-effects
logistic regression on a sample of more than 1400 vehicle-to-vehicle collisions. Vr being the same, IR increases
as CMI raises, i.e., when impact eccentricity decreases.

3 Application
The present section illustrates some possible applications of the CMI and Vr-based approach for the prospective and retrospective assessment of ADAS performance.
To this end and without losing generality, the IR model
in Fig. 4 is employed [29] where IR is a function of V ,
the region of the vehicle affected by the intrusion, and
the occupant position; the model relates to the injury
index MAIS 3+ (serious injuries). The types of impact
are divided into “near side”, “side” (for impacts involving
all lateral regions to which “near side” does not apply),
“front” (intrusion in the frontal region), “back” (intrusion in the posterior region); the order in which the types
of impact are reported reflects gradually decreasing IR

3.1 Prospective analyses—comparison between different
types of ADAS activation logic

As preliminarily highlighted by Fig. 2, each possible
impact configuration corresponds to a different point
along the CMI-Vr plane. Hence, based on the ADAS
activation logic, it is possible to verify how and how
much the MS point moves along the CMI-Vr plane with
respect to the RS point, enabling evaluation of IR differences between the MS and the RS [41]. This solution is
particularly suitable to compare different types of activation logic in terms of MS modifications and a priori
determine the best intervention, providing interesting
highlights during the development phase of a newly conceived ADAS. In the RS, Vr between the two vehicles is
initially imposed and depends exclusively on test or simulation conditions (it is foreseen that the two vehicles will
collide with a specific closing speed if the ADAS does not
intervene). In the MS, Vr must be obtained experimentally or via simulations and it can also consider the possible intervention of the drivers.
To evidence the benefits deriving from the CMI-Vr prospective approach, an analysis regarding a hypothetical,
so-called “Collision with another vehicle that is turning into or crossing a road at an intersection” scenario
is exemplarily reported (Fig. 5): the RS corresponds to
a condition where vehicle A travels straight at 60 km/h,
while vehicle B approaches from the right with the same
longitudinal speed of vehicle A; the vehicles have equal
mass ( Rm = 1), length (4.2 m) and width (1.8 m). Figure 5
summarizes input data and results in terms of CMI and
Vr deriving from activation (MS) or non-activation (RS)
of an AEB implemented on board vehicle A. With the
AEB, it is assumed that a maximum deceleration equal to
8 m/s2 can be achieved by the ADAS device [42]. Vehicle
A decelerates for approximately 0.4 s, reaching a longitudinal collision speed Vi of 50 km/h and impacting Vehicle
B in correspondence of the compartment. CMI is calculated based on the arms of the forces and radius of gyration for the two vehicles, based on Eq. 1 and Fig. 1.
In the CMI-Vr plane visualization of Fig. 6, the ADAS
activation determines a change in the coordinates
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Fig. 5 Visualization and data for the “Collision with another vehicle that is turning into or crossing a road at an intersection”-type scenario

Fig. 7 Impact configurations, V and IR values for a case study
extracted from Vangi et al. [42], in case of “no intervention”, “100%
braking” (AEB) and “adaptive logic” for an ADAS implemented on
board vehicle A (arrows represent the closing velocity vectors,
starting from the point of impact)
Fig. 6 Changes of position on the CMI-Vr plane for the two vehicles,
moving from the RS to the MS because of activation of the AEB on
board vehicle A

toward areas characterized by low IR for vehicle A that
sustains a frontal impact in both scenarios (from 27%
to 7% according to Fig. 4); however, in the MS vehicle B
undergoes a near side impact, so that IR associated with
the MS is almost equal to that of the RS (27%). Based on
the impact configuration solely, the benefits related to an
AEB deployment is hence highlighted for vehicle A only;
both impacts are associated with high eccentricity, so
differences in IR between the RS and the MS are mainly

attributable to modification to the impact type and closing speed. It is emphasized that such evaluations have
been obtained only based on the impact configurations in
the RS and MS, regardless of the detailed reconstruction
of the impact phase between the two vehicles.
Based on such results, additional highlights can be
obtained regarding the best intervention logic which
globally applies to a specific critical road scenario. Figure 7 evidences that the AEB intervention results in
no substantial benefit for vehicle B in terms of IR , as
reported in a case study by Vangi et al. [42] where the
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ego-vehicle (A) and the opponent (B) travel an intersection at 50 km/h; the scenario is similar to that of Fig. 6,
the difference lying in the vehicles’ position at the beginning of the criticality. In addition, Vehicle B steers to the
left while approaching the intersection: this is instrumental for highlighting the capability of the presented
approach to study the ADAS behaviour also in the case of
interaction with the opponent vehicle manoeuvres. The
impact configurations in Fig. 7 highlight that the 100%
braking, namely corresponding to the AEB intervention
(centre), leads to a lowly eccentric impact as testified by
a high CMI: the distance between the centre of mass of
the two vehicles and the closing velocity vector (represented by an arrow, starting from the point of impact) is
the minimum between the three cases; this consequently
entails a high V , even if compared to the “No activation” logic (left) which features higher values of Vr and
collision velocity ViA for Vehicle A (Vehicle B collides at
a longitudinal speed of 50 km/h in all three cases). The
third type of activation (right) corresponds to an “adaptive” logic that aims at minimizing the IR for the egovehicle also based on the behaviour of the opponent’s
driver: the ego-vehicle performs IR evaluations regarding each possible intervention on braking and steering in
an ICS, selecting the activation on braking and steering
that minimizes IR at each time step (depending on the
time required to the sensors for scanning the environment). Evolution in the environment is triggered by several factors, e.g., the opponent driver intervening on the
braking and steering degree; the adaptive logic adapts to
such changes and counters by a suitable braking/steering
response.
Figure 8 highlights the CMI-Vr plane visualization of
the different impact configurations of Fig. 7, where the
points represent conditions for both vehicles: the two
vehicles have equal mass and also equal V as a consequence (momentum conservation); since Vr applies to
both vehicles, the CMI is also identical for the two subjects. Impact type, V , and IR for the ego-vehicle are
additionally highlighted in the table. The three types of
impact possess almost equal Vr ; still, the adaptive logic
generates an impact configuration that is more eccentric (lower CMI), resulting in an overall reduction of V
and IR compared to the lack of intervention (4% vs 9%).
Conversely, the “100% braking” intervention is associated with a higher CMI because of the limited impact
eccentricity; this leads to a high value of IR (34%), even
if a “side” impact occurs instead of a “near side”. Overall,
the adaptive logic is determined as the most suitable to
decrease IR for the ego-vehicle, since it moves towards
the maximum IR gradient direction along the CMIVr plane. The decrease in the IR value provides a direct
feedback regarding which intervention involves the
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Fig. 8 Visualization of the three impact configurations of Fig. 7 along
the CMI-Vr plane with the associated values of impact type, V , and
IR for vehicle A (ego-vehicle)

highest benefits in terms of injury outcome for the vehicle occupants.
3.2 Retrospective analyses—performance assessment
in consumer program tests

The CMI-Vr plane approach can be employed for the
assessment of ADAS performances for devices already
implemented on the circulating fleet, mainly based on
results from tests in a controlled environment. In case
of consumer tests regarding two-vehicle conflict scenarios, V and its direction (coinciding with the PDOF) is
typically unknown. In fact, the Vehicle Under Test (VUT)
does not hit a real vehicle, but a balloon representing the
opponent vehicle structure which is referred to as Global
Vehicle Target (GVT); forces are not the real ones and
kinematic parameters of the MS crash are unknown.
Because V is not available, these tests do not directly
provide information regarding the IR for the vehicle
occupants.
To explore the possibilities guaranteed by the CMI-Vr
plane, the approach is applied to the results of an EuroNCAP hypothetical test. The test corresponds to a Car-toCar Rear moving (CCRm) Inter-Urban AEB assessment
program,3 whose characteristics are summarized in
3

https://cdn.euroncap.com/media/62794/euro-ncap-aeb-c2c-test-protocol-
v303.pdf.
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Fig. 9 Scheme of a EuroNCAP CCRm test for an Inter-Urban AEB

Table 1 Results of a hypotetical Car-to-Car Rear moving test with 0% offset
AEB function test results in CCRm scenario
Ego initial speed (km/h)

GVT speed
(km/h)

Initial closing speed
(Vr RS) (km/h)

30

20

10

1.00

0

0

1.00

35

20

15

1.00

0

0

1.00

40

20

20

1.00

0

0

1.00

45

20

25

1.00

0

0

1.00

50

20

30

1.00

30

10

0.75

55

20

35

1.00

45

25

0.50

60

20

40

1.00
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Fig. 9. In the first test, the ego-vehicle travels straight
with a speed of 30 km/h and, in case of no intervention,
would collide with the GVT that moves straight at a fixed
speed of 20 km/h. The test is repeated increasing the egovehicle’s speed of 5 km/h or 10 km/h, until an ego-vehicle
test speed of 80 km/h is reached. Once these tests are
completed, the position of the ego-vehicle with respect
to the longitudinal direction of the GVT is modified and
the previous tests repeated, until all results are available
for − 50%, − 25%, 0%, 25%, 50% offset between the two
vehicles.
Results of the hypothetical CCRm test are reported
in Table 1, following the actual scoring method of the
EuroNCAP; to ease comprehension, the most intuitive
case of 0% offset between the ego-vehicle and the GVT

Available points

15.00

Ego impact
speed (km/h)

Vr MS (km/h)

Test score

5.5
36.7%

is first illustrated. The available points for each test,
set by EuroNCAP in the current procedure, equal 2 if
the ego-vehicle initial speed is higher than 60 km/h, 1
otherwise; the concept behind this choice is to reward
ADAS devices that perform better in the most dangerous scenarios, i.e., at a higher travelling speed and
outside the typical speed range of urban environments.
For an initial speed for the ego-vehicle lower than 50
km/h, the hypothetical AEB stops the vehicle and
no crash occurs; in these cases, the score is full. For
higher velocities, the crash is not avoided, and the score
decreases. For an initial speed higher than 60 km/h, the
system under test exits from its working range of speed
and does not intervene. In case of impact, EuroNCAP
scores correspond to a percentage of the available
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points based on Vr reduction: 100% for Vr < 5 km/h,
75% for 5≤ Vr < 15 km/h, 50% for 15≤ Vr < 30 km/h,
25% for 30≤ Vr < 40 km/h, 0% otherwise. In Table 1, the
ego-vehicle initial speed, the GVT speed, and the egovehicle impact speed are measured values; while the
available points are set by EuroNCAP, Vr in the RS, Vr
in the MS, and the test score are derived values.
For each hypothetical crash (both in the RS and MS), the
corresponding point can be drawn on the CMI-Vr plane. In
fact, a lowly eccentric frontal impact occurs in both the RS
and MS, so γ = 1 for both vehicles and Eq. 1 results in:

CMI =

1+ε
1 + Rm

(3)

That is, CMI depends only on the values of ε and Rm.
The proposed procedure requires to assume a value of
Rm, because only the ego-vehicle can be considered (the
GVT has unrealistic inertial properties). Table 2 considers Rm = 1, while ε is calculated by Eq. 2; the value of
V obtained from Vr and CMI is also reported, so that
IR is directly obtained based on the models in Fig. 4. As
already stated, actual values of V cannot be retrieved,
because the hit GVT does not possess inertial properties;
the “derived V ” in Table 2 hence represents a virtual
value, assessed by directly multiplying CMI and Vr : the
real advantage of the methodology lies in the possibility to retrieve direct information regarding the decrease
in IR which is observed moving from the RS to the MS.
Based on Table 2, different initial speeds are associated
with diverse IR values, with IR for 60 km/h which is 15
times the one for 30 km/h. The EuroNCAP test protocol
correctly accounts for this instance by applying a score
of 2 for interventions with speed higher than 60 km/h
(Table 1); nevertheless, the CMI-Vr approach provides
a more granular view regarding the different outcomes
associated with the possible interventions in terms of IR.
In the example, the major benefits associated with the
considered Inter-Urban AEB are achieved in the 50 km/h
test (Table 2). Summing IR decreases in all tests, overall IR reduction of 5.5% is obtained by activation of the
ADAS under test. Dividing such overall reduction by the
sum of IR values in case of no activation by the ADAS
(41.0%), the obtained normalized score (13.4%) provides a
direct efficiency measure of the ADAS under test; results
from the EuroNCAP and the CMI-Vr approach are significantly different, considering that the normalized score
obtained by the latter is approximately one third of that
by EuroNCAP. The main reason for such difference is
that EuroNCAP applies a score equal to 1 to conditions
in which closing speed at impact would be limited in the
RS; this entails that IR would be extremely low even if the
ADAS does not activate. The employment of the CMI-Vr
approach hence makes it possible to identify the real risk

associated with a specific testing condition, as well as to
adjust the scores accordingly.
To exemplify the meaning of the scoring method,
Fig. 10 reports the 60 km/h test results on the CMI-Vr
plane. The starting and the ending point of the test are
shown, the IR for the RS being 3.1% and 2.1% in the MS.
As can be seen, the activation does not follow a maximum IR gradient (i.e., simultaneous decrease in both
CMI and Vr ) because the steering degree of the vehicle
cannot be modified directly by the ADAS, as conversely
occurs in the case of prospective evaluation of Fig. 6: the
ADAS has no actual option to change the impact configuration by steering, rather it can only reduce the closing
velocity at the collision instant by braking; impact eccentricity cannot be modified and CMI only depends on the
restitution coefficient and mass ratio.
Data reported in Table 2 correspond to the case
Rm = 1. If Rm is used as a variable, it is also possible to
draw IR reduction curves as a function of the ego-vehicle
initial speed for the test, as outlined in Fig. 11. As can
be derived, difference in mass between the vehicles significantly modifies the IR reduction trend; the maximum
values of IR decrease are also highlighted by point indicators along the three curves, so that it can be assessed that
the major benefits are obtained for different values of the
ego-vehicle initial speed depending on the involved vehicles’ mass ratio. This peculiarity hence makes it possible
to extend, based only on the highlights from a consumer
testing campaign, the obtained results also to potential
critical scenarios involving vehicles with diverse mass:
the single GVT can represent a wide variety of vehicles
ranging among different body categories (SUVs, sedans,
etc.), dimensions of these vehicles being the same.
Impacts can be additionally studied involving the egovehicle and two variants of the same vehicle model, differing only in their mass: that is the case of the internal
combustion engine (ICE) variant versus the electric alternative, the latter being several hundreds of kilos heavier
of the ICE one because of the presence of a battery pack.
If the tests of Fig. 9 are repeated setting an offset value
between the VUT and the GVT that differs from 0%, the
form of Eq. 3 must be modified to account for the nonnegligible arms of the forces. Specifically, considering an
offset of 50% for the VUT and starting from Eq. 1, the
following form of the CMI for the ego-vehicle can be
obtained:

1

CMI50% = CMI0%
1+

2
WVUT
2
16kVUT

(4)

In Eq. 4, CMI50% represents the value of CMI for the VUT
in the test with 50% offset, CMI0% the value of CMI for
the VUT in the test with 0% offset, kVUT the radius of
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associated with the 0% offset tests, Vr being the same.
Diverse results will be hence highlighted by the 0% and
the 50% offset tests in terms of IR, magnified by the nonlinear relation between IR and V . The obtained analytical formulation does not however bypass the requirement
to conduct such physical tests with changes in the offset:
the values of Vr can significantly vary also considering
that, for relevant values of the offset, activation is prevented for a wide variety of ADASs to minimize the risk
of false positive identification of criticalities [43].

Fig. 10 Change of coordinates on the CMI-Vr plane for the two
vehicles in the 60 km/h test from Table 2, moving from the crash in
the Reference Scenario to that in the Modified Scenario

Fig. 11 IR decrease for the CCRm test with 0% offset in case of
application of the CMI-Vr prospective approach, as a function of the
ego-vehicle initial velocity and mass ratio

gyration of the VUT, and WVUT its width; to obtain such
relation, it has been considered that γopp = 1 independently of the offset value, while hego = WVUT
in case of
2
1
<
1
50% offset. Being the term
whichever
the
W2
1+

VUT
2
16kVUT

value of the (always positive) included variables,
CMI50% < CMI0%; this conclusion is physically intuitive,
considering that the CMI decreases as impact eccentricity increases. In particular, if the generic values W = 1.8
m and kVUT = 1.4 m are introduced in Eq. 2 while also
Rm = 1,
hypothesizing
it
is
derived
that
CMI50% = 0.88 CMI0%; referring to the fundamental relation V = CMI · Vr , this also entails that V values for
the 50% offset tests will be 12% lower than those

4 Future applications
What was discussed in Sect. 3 is a direct consequence of
the employment of the IR models depicted in Fig. 4; more
sophisticated IR models that consider the characteristics
of the occupants, the vehicle, and the impact (like Collision Deformation Classification) can also be applied to
obtain IR values as reliable as possible in output of the
evaluations: the complexity of the iso-IR curves increases
because of the ampler number of independent variables
used for modeling (e.g., age and gender of the occupant);
similarly, the curves depend on the employed modeling
technique: while iso-V curves will always be equilateral hyperbolas in the CMI-Vr plane, iso-IR curves will
alter their shape according to the relationship (logit, probit, etc.) which links them to V and other independent
variables. These changes to the starting models do not
compromise the validity of the approach; to be specific,
it is worth considering the possibility of using IR models
developed starting from different injury outcomes, both
based on different levels of Maximum AIS (e.g., MAIS
2+), on the Injury Severity Score (e.g., ISS 15+) or on
injuries for different body segments (e.g., chest or head
AIS).
The CMI-Vr approach is specifically designed for the
study of eccentric impact configurations and is functional
for the evaluation of system performances also with a
view towards collaboration between ADAS and driver.
For example, it is possible to analyze the case where the
driver steers when alarmed by the Forward Collision
Warning. Using an appropriate driver model [44, 45], it is
possible to evaluate impact eccentricity at the instant of
collision, based on the driver’s reaction time and according to the time-to-collision at which the audible warning is activated. The visualization on the CMI-Vr plane
hence directly identifies, both a priori and a posteriori,
the variation in the efficiency of a specific ADAS as the
driver’s behaviour changes (while maintaining the driverin-the-loop [46]). This possibility is extremely promising
for the near future, where it is expected that ADAS systems capable of also intervening on the steering degree
will be subjected to EuroNCAP tests starting from 2022;
given the coexistence of two diverse systems (man and
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machine) capable of intervening simultaneously on the
degree of steering, the approach based on CMI and Vr
could provide new perspectives for exploring the dynamics of cooperation within the vehicle environment.

5 Conclusions
Since the velocity change (V ) experienced by the vehicle in a collision is universally recognized as an indicator
of impact severity, ADAS performance assessments in
scenarios of impending collision between two vehicles
typically foresee its recovery through simulation of the
impact phase. The illustrated ADAS performance evaluation approach conversely provides for the disaggregation of V into the two pre-impact parameters closing
speed at the collision instant (Vr ) and impact eccentricity (Crash Momentum Index, CMI), enabling evaluation
of ADAS performance already in a phase preceding the
crash: the intervention of the system on steering and
braking modifies both these parameters, so that the
ADAS performance can be assessed before the impact
occurs in terms of V and Injury Risk (IR) for the occupants of the involved vehicles. In the ADAS performance
assessment method based on CMI and Vr , the interest is
therefore no longer focused on the injury outcome itself,
but on the interventions that can be implemented by the
ADAS in terms of braking and steering to achieve such
an outcome.
The prospective (or a priori) approach based on the
CMI-Vr plane relies on the evaluation of the vehicle kinematics following the activation by the system on the
degrees of braking and steering: via simulation or by tests
performed by ADAS manufacturers, the IR associated
with any possible intervention on steering and braking is
traceable. Diverse types of activation logic can be hence
mutually compared to determine the most appropriate
action in terms of IR. The CMI-Vr approach can equally
be adopted for retrospective (or a posteriori) evaluations,
e.g., for ADAS already implemented on board a significant part of the circulating fleet. Referring to an EuroNCAP test, it has been shown that IR assessments through
the CMI-Vr plane supports more consolidated scoring
methodologies. The approach based on CMI and Vr thus
proves to be a flexible ADAS performance assessment
tool, usable for the analysis of the outcomes obtainable in
a broad range of road scenarios and applicable throughout the entire life cycle of the active safety system.
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